Wheeler-Rex offers a broad range of plastic pipe tools to meet your widest range of needs. From snippers, guillotine cutters, hand and cable saws; to internal pipe cutters, fitting savers, pipe hogs and pipe bevelers... we have you in mind!!

Quality Products designed for performance and value. Wheeler-Rex is the answer!!
**Model 7290 Super Snipper**
The big daddy of the Wheeler-Rex snipper line. Cuts 1/8" to 2-7/16" O.D. Schedule 40 Materials: Polyethylene, Polybutylene, Polypropylene, vinyl, PVC, and ABS pipe and tubing. Ratchet-style with one hand operation. Lightweight at 2.5 lbs. Easy blade replacement. Strong, durable and preferred by most contractors!!

*Replaceable Blade Part No. 7300*

---

**Model 5290 Snipper**

*Replacement Blade Part No. 5300*

---

**Model 5190 Mini Snipper**
Cuts 1/8" to 1-1/4" O.D. soft plastic tubing and hose.

*Replaceable Blade Part No. 5200*

---

**Model 5191 Mini Snipper**
Cuts 1/8" to 1-1/4" O.D. soft plastic tubing & hose in addition to 1/2" & 3/4" 260 lb. & 200 lb. PVC. Features coated blade.

*Replaceable Blade Part No. 5299*

Both models have durable, long-life die cast aluminum bodies - not plastic. Blades are reversible for double cutting life.

---

**Model 4190 Micro Snipper**
For cutting 1/4" to 3/8" O.D. soft plastic tubing and hose. These little snippers are great for PVC supply lines.
Model 600 and 602 Hand Saws
These pipe cutting saws come in two lengths, 18" long Model 600 for cutting 1/2" to 6" pipe and 13" long Model 602 for 1/2" to 3" cutting. Available with or without coated blade. Features a comfort-fit handle and the ability to cut on both Push and Pull stroke.

Replacement blades: Model 601 for Model 600 saw and Model 603 for Model 602 saw.

Model 626 and 636 PVC & ABS Cable Saws
Cuts PVC & ABS pipe in tight places where other methods will not work! Simply slip the cable saw around the pipe and pull alternate handles to quickly make a cut. Available in 26" and 36" lengths.

Pipe Hog PVC/ABS Fitting Reamer
Pipe Hogs quickly & accurately bore cut solvent welded fittings in Schedule 40 pipe to make repairs. So fast it pays for itself in one use! Available in Model 16150 for 1-1/2"; Model 16200 for 2"; Model 16300 for 3" and Model 16400 for 4" pipe. Model 16010 is a convenient kit with all four Pipe Hog sizes and extension shaft. Schedule 40 and 80 guides are standard with each.

Fitting Saver
Fitting Savers quickly and easily remove pipe from solvent welded or threaded fittings. Perfect for plumbers, irrigation and sprinkler contractors. Available in Model 17050 for 1/2" IPS, Model 17075 for 3/4" IPS and Model 17100 for 1" IPS. Each tool comes with guides for Schedule 40 and 80 as a kit containing all 3 sizes in a handy carrying case.

Chamfering Tool / Depth Gauges
Lightly bevels the end of Polyethylene pipe prior to making socket fusion. Each tool is sized to allow marking for the proper end distance for the cold ring per ASTM F1056. Available in 6 sizes for CTS, 6 sizes for NPT and 5 sizes for Metric. Blades can be replaced on all models.

Internal Plastic Pipe Cutters
Ideal for making accurate, square cuts on PVC & ANB pipe at floor level or in other blind locations. Easily preset for depth of cut, simply place the cutter in the pipe, it takes just seconds to make the cut. Designed for use with 1/2" cap. 350-400 rpm drill rated at 4.6 to 6 amps (supplied by user). Model 1590 for 1-1/2"; Model 2290 for 2"; Model 3290 for 3"; Model 4290 for 4" and Model 6000 for 6" pipes. Blades are easily replaced.
**Power Operated Plastic Pipe Bevelers**

Wheeler-Rex power bevelers are ideal for many uses. An advanced HSS cutter (length/depth adjustable) makes a smooth 15° bevel on 4" pipes and larger. Easy to use, these bevelers are a big time saver, especially on large pipe sizes or when doing high production beveling.

*Model 9000 HD 115V Capacity for beveling pipe to 4" O.D. & larger  
Model 9230 HD 230V Capacity for beveling pipe to 4" O.D. & larger  
Model 9050 HD Pneumatic unit for beveling pipe to 4" O.D. & larger*

**Model 9015 Hand Operated Pipe Beveler**

Quickly makes 15° bevels on SDR25 & Schedule 40 thermoplastic pipe from 1-1/2" thru 12" pipes. Features a wide saddle which won't twist and dig into the pipe like other units. Lightweight, the Model 9015 easily adjusts to different wall thicknesses. The blade is easily replaced.

**Guillotine-Style Pipe Cutters**

Wheeler-Rex guillotine pipe cutters are uniquely designed for cutting medium & high density Polyethylene pipe. These cutters feature a coated blade, wide saddle base for sturdy pipe support, and a side-swing opening design that simplifies pipe positioning. All fasteners & hardware are stainless steel and structural members are aircraft-grade aluminum.

*Units available:  
Model 890 for pipe cutting to 4" O.D.  
Model 1690 for pipe cutting to 8" O.D.  
Model 1890 for pipe cutting to 13.2" O.D.*

Model 1890 can be powered by ratchet, T-handle or drill as shown to the left.

**Model 7325 Blade Sharpener**

A quick and easy way to restore the sharp edge on guillotine cutter blades, snipper blades and knife edges. Only 3 or 4 strokes are needed to properly put that sharp edge back to your blades.
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